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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E S8 ( 1 9 9 2 ) , N U M B E R 4 , P A G E S 3 2 5 - 3 3 2 
ON THE ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN 
ESTIMATING INEQUALITY FROM COMPLETE DATA1 
M A R I A A N G E L E S G I L A N D I G N A C I O M A R T I N E Z 
Studies dealing with the quantification of inequality of a population with respect to a given quanti-
tative attribute, provide us with a large class of measures. Among these, we can distinguish, because 
of their properties and operativeness, the ones coinciding with, or being ordinally equivalent to, the 
dimensionless "additively decomposable inequality indices". 
As indicated in previous papers, many populations, whose inequality in relation with an attribute is 
useful to quantify, are too large to be censused but large samples from them can be drawn and they 
arise naturally stratified. On the basis of these last two advantages, we will approach in this paper the 
optimum allocation in estimating inequality, and a comparison with the proportional allocation, and 
with the absence of strata, will be later established. 
1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The re are several quant i ta t ive a t t r ibu tes , many populat ions vary with respect to . T h e 
inequality of a populat ion with respect to a given quant i ta t ive a t t r i b u t e (or variable) 
is unders tood as the populat ion variation when the magni tude of a t t r i bu t e values are 
relevant for t ha t variation ( that is, they numerically indicate if those values are close 
or r emote from each o ther ) . Three elements may then be taken into account in in-
equali ty measurement : the number of different values t he a t t r i bu t e can take on in t he 
popula t ion , the magni tude of those values, and the associated populat ion dis t r ibut ion. 
T h e main practical purpose of inequality measurement is serving as a criterion (usually 
dimensionless) to compare populat ions (countries, enterprises, years, e tc . ) . 
Inequali ty and its numerical quantification is a topic having many interest ing applica-
t ions in fields like Economics (income inequality, wealth inequality, etc. ; see, for ins tance, 
[9, 16]), Indust ry (industrial concentrat ion; see, for instance [13]), and others . 
Several inequality measures have been suggested in the l i te ra ture , some of t hem being 
closely related to measures in Information Theory. Among these last ones, those coincid-
ing with (or being an increasing function of) additively decomposable inequality indices 
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are largely accepted. These indices have been quite recently introduced (cf. [4,7,8,9,15] 
and [17]) through different axiomatic approaches. 
The behaviour of some of the additively decomposable inequality indices in stratified 
random sampling from complete data has been analyzed in previous studies ([4], [5], 
and [10]). Our purpose is now complementing last three studies by approaching the 
optimum allocation in estimating inequality in stratified sampling from complete data. 
This optimum allocation will be determined on the basis of one of the following objectives: 
either maximizing the precision of estimation or minimizing the size of the sample. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF ADDITIVELY DECOMPOSABLE INEQUAL-
ITY INDICES IN STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
Consider a finite uncensused population of N individuals which is divided into r non-
overlapping strata. Assume that each individual value with respect to a given attribute 
is positive, x*,..., x*M being the possible different attribute values in the population 
(x* > 0). Let Nk be the number of individuals in the fcth stratum, Wk = Nk/N, and let 
Pik and pi. respectively denote the probabilities that a randomly selected individual in 
the fcth stratum and in the whole population has an attribute value equal to x* (i = 1, 
. . . , M , fc = l , . . . , r ) . 
Then, if X* denotes a random variable whose distribution in the fcth stratum coincides 
with that of a random variable X* taking on values x*,..., x*M with respective proba-
bilities pik, • • • ,P\tk (k = 1, • • •, r), then the inequality in the population with respect to 
the given attribute may be quantified by means of the measures below. 
Definition 2 .1 . The measure I" (ft S 1R) associating with X* the value 
'«--)-g»*(-^)-gE»*(-^) 
(where E(X*) = ^ZiPi.x* = C . •C*P«*z.')i 4>p being the real-valued function given by 
Mx) = 
' x»-\ if ß < 0 or ß > 1 
- log X if/? = 0 
\-xß if Q < ß < 1 . 
k x log X i f / 3 = l 
is called population additively decomposable income inequality index of order ft. 
Theil's inequality index, I1 , is very well-known and used in Economics and Industry, 
and satisfied that r(X*) = lim / 3_, I"(X*). On the other hand, I°(X*) = l i m ^ o I ^ X * ) , 
so that the parametrized family of additive decomposable inequality indices is continuous 
with respect to the parameter ft. 
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It should be emphasized that another well-known family of inequality indices, defined 
by Atkinson [1], and being used for long in Economics, is ordinally equivalent to the 
family in Definition 2.L 
To introduce additive decomposable indices in [4,7,8,9,15], and [17], authors first 
consider a set of desirable properties for inequality measures, having an intuitive inter-
pretation in real-life problems (mainly in those concerning income or wealth inequality, 
or industrial concentration). In this way, some of those desirable properties are: min-
imum inequality arises when all individuals in the population have the same attribute 
value (normalization); inequality only depends on ratios of each pair of attribute val-
ues (dimensionless or mean independence); inequality will decrease if a transfer from a 
high attribute value to a low one, preserving relation order between the two values, is 
accomplished (Pigou-Dalton principle of transfers); small changes in attribute values 
entail small changes on inequality (continuity); an exchange of attribute values among 
individuals in the population does not influence inequality (symmetry); inequality in a 
population may be expressed as the sum of inequality among groups determined by a 
partition of the population, and a kind of average inequality within groups (additive 
decomposability). 
Indices in Definition 2.1 can be axiomatically characterized by means of the follow-
ing properties: normalization, mean independence, continuity, symmetry and additive 
decomposability, along with some few additional assumptions on the derivativeness of 
indices with respect to the vector of attribute values. 
The structure of the average in the additive decomposability property (which will 
depend on /?), determines the corresponding additive decomposable index and means 
the essential difference among indices in the family. On the other hand, the effect of the 
parameter /? in that family is that of weighting of the degree of "inequality aversion" 
(see [1]). 
In previous papers ([5,6,11] and [12]), we have remarked the importance of the index 
I - 1 in estimating population inequality when only small samples from it are available. 
However, we are now going to consider situations in which large samples can be drawn 
from the population. 
Assume that a stratified sample of size n is drawn at random from the population 
independently from different strata. We first suppose that the sample is chosen by a 
specified allocation {w*}, k = l , . . . , r , so that a sample of size n^ is drawn at random 
(with or without replacement) from the kth stratum, where nyt/n = wk. Let /,* and 
/,. respectively denote the relative frequencies of individuals in the sample from the kth 
stratum and in the sample from the whole population with attribute value equal to 
x* (i=\,...,M, k=\,...,r). 
If X* denotes a random variable whose distribution in the A:th stratum coincides with 
that of a random variable %*k taking on values x*,...,x*M with respective probabilities 
fik, • • •, /MA.-, we have that 
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Theorem 2.1. In the stratified random sampling, the estimator given by 
*ґ>-±±*ььШ 
where 
i=\ k=\ wk 
is asymptotically unbiased (as n, —* oo for all k) to estimate I/3(X*). 
In addition, the statistic n* [/^(x*) — I^X*)] is asymptotically normally distributed 
(as n, —> oo, for all k) with mean zero and variance equal to 
cт-gï Egw- ҺWk 
where for each j3 G R, 
Vi = +'(ife) "i#)|>E(x%*(tfx*)) 
( ^ being the first order derivative function of <f>p), whenever ( T S ) 2 > 0. 
P r o o f . Indeed, according to some well-known results in large sample theory (see, 
[2,3], and [14]), for all /? € R, we have that 
/?(x*) - *(__-) = £ £ K ( ^ - /,, - P „ ) + ft„ 
I=| ,_! \
W* / 
where /?,, is the corresponding Lagrange remainder term for the first order expansion. 
Consequently, the expectation of /,f (X„) — I"(X*) converges to 0 as n , —> oo for all k, 
whence /^(X*) is asymptotically unbiased to estimate I^(X*). 
On the other hand, under the sampling we have considered, one can guarantee (see, 
[2,3], and [14]) that the statistic 
<"ф[M] 
is asymptotically distributed (as nk —> oo for all k) as a N n), (Tk)*), where 
Tk= ' V £ ( f c ) V and 
V = , ^ (A, )^diagonal fy ^ ± } - W p ( A : ) , P{k) = 
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Therefore, and because of the independence among subsamples from different s t ra ta , 
t he asympto t ic distr ibution of the stat ist ic n ? [lg(X*) — I ^ X * ) ] (as nk —• oo, for all k) 




Z_< ЬŁ Wfc 
whenever T' > 0. 
3. A P P R O A C H I N G T H E O P T I M U M ALLOCATION 
T h e o r e m 2.1 will allow us to asymptotical ly approach the o p t i m u m allocation to es t imate 
I " ( X * ) on t h e basis of /£(X*). Thus , under the assumption t h a t large samples are 
available, we can get next results. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . In the stratified random sampling, the asymptot ic variance of 1%(X*) 




r-ЧĽ&w-w* Z-' w, * 
whenever there is at least one k € { 1 , . . . , r} such tha t Tk > 0. T h e min imum asymptot ic 




In addi t ion, t h e whole sample size n is minimized for fixed asymptot ic variance VQ > 0 
W(r*)*v̂ »,/,-. a 
n* = —->• 2 ^ ^ ( T ' ) J 
^o r r /=i 
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P r o o f . Indeed, for all /3 € fft, to minimize (r')2/n subject to the constraint £ f c nk 
= n, we use Lagrange multipliers method, from which we get the system of equat ions 
w? 
X-Щ-Tk = 0, 
£ ^ = 1 
/t=i 
ifc= l , . . . , r 




(whenever there is at least one k 6 { l , . . . , r } such that Tk > 0). The value for the 
op t imum asymptot ic variance can be immediately deduced. 
In a similar way, to minimize n subject to the constraint (Ts)2/n = V0, we again make 
use of Lagrange multipliers method , from which we get now the system of equat ions 
1 - A ^ f T * = 0, fc = l , . . . , r 
and, hence, the op t imum allocation is given by 
Wk(Tk)\ 
t=\ 
nk = £iЭД)ł 
(whenever there is at least one k € { l , . . . , r } such that Tk > 0). T h e value for t he 
op t imum whole sample size can be immediately deduced. • 
T h e value Tk in Theorem 3.1 involves unknown population values, t h a t could be 
replaced by the asymptotical ly unbiased est imator Tk defined on the basis of a pilot 
sample (drawn according to a specified allocation given by {w°}, k = 1 , . . . , r , and with 







/0 = A (
 X* \ _ Xt V W - X* 
' n\E(X*)J E(%*)^^Jik^E(%*) E(ж*) 
Wk E ^ = EE3fc 
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On the other hand, the op t imum allocation will be in both cases approached by means 
of t he greatest integer par t of the solutions in Theorem 3.1. 
It should be emphasized tha t Theorem 3.1 suggests for both purposes, maximizing 
precision or minimizing sample size, choosing the sample size in each s t r a tum so tha t 
t he larger the s t r a t u m is, or the higher the s t ra tum variance of the random variable V 
(defined as coinciding in the fcth s t ra tum with a random variable V^ taking on values V. 
with probabi l i ty pik/Wk, i = 1 , . . . , M), the larger the corresponding "op t imum" sample 
size. 
We are finally going to confirm advantages of stratified random sampling with opti-
m u m allocation. Thus , if VreM, VproD and Vopt respectively denote the generic asympto t ic 
variance of /£ in the simple random sampling, stratified random sampling with pro-
port ional allocation, and stratified random sampling with op t imum allocation, we then 
obta in t h a t 
T h e o r e m 3 . 2 . For fixed total size of the sample, n , we have 
' r an — 'prop _̂ ^opt* 
In addi t ion, Vran = Vprop iff XjiPikVi/Wk does not depend on k, and Vprop = Vopt iff Tk 
does not depend on k. 
P r o o f . Indeed, 
Van-Vprop = £ ^ 
ш iш W> Iľä^-£z>и 
vprop-vopt = £ w , (Tký-j^WtPtý 
Condit ions for equalities Vran = Vprop and Vprop = Vopt, can be easily derived. • 
4. C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S 
A s tudy similar to tha t in the present paper can be developed in connection with pop-
ulation diversity ( tha t can be understood as the population variation with respect to a 
qual i ta t ive a t t r ibu te , or a quant i ta t ive one, the magnitude of whose values is irrelevant 
for t ha t variat ion) , on the basis of some previous studies (cf. [10]). 
On the other hand, when the asymptot ic variance in Theorem 2.1 equals zero, we 
could then extend Zvarova's results [18] and follow ideas in this note. 
(Received April 9, 1991.) 
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